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Abstract: Having understood the strategic significance of the
flourishing cloud idea, enterprises across the globe are keenly
strategizing and executing to embark on the cloud journey with all
the clarity and confidence. There are product vendors bringing
forth additional capabilities to easily and quickly setup and
sustain competent cloud environments, which are being
positioned as the one-stop IT solution for worldwide business
organizations. The business domains such as governments, retail
stores, healthcare providers, telecommunication service providers,
supply chain and logistics, utilities, homeland security, etc. are
keenly embracing the cloud idea to be ahead of their competitors
in their operations, outputs and offerings. However, there are
some critical challenges and concerns being associated with the
cloud paradigm. The widely quoted non-functional requirements
(NFRs) and the quality of service (QoS) attributes such as
security, performance, reliability, modifiability, and availability
have to be fulfilled by cloud software, platform and
infrastructures in order to boost the confidence level of business
executives and institutions. There are mission-critical and
emergency services, which are finding their residence in cloud
environments (private, public and hybrid). Their requirements are
quite unique and hence researchers across the globe are striving
hard and stretching further to bring forth innovative, disruptive
and transformation technology solutions to fulfill the various
needs.This paper proposes a cloud-based network architecture
that contributes a consistent and ubiquitous Internet connection.
The mesh topology is recommended here to ensure that the
connectivity is available all the time without any fail and
slowdown. The security of data when it gets transmitted over
channels, persisted in data stores, and used by applications, has to
be ensured in order to boost the confidence of data owners and
users. Hence, this paper proposes a secure cloud-based
heterogeneous network using a novel routing protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION
As articulated above, there are several business-critical and
emergency services, which are being taken to cloud
environments. Cloud infrastructures are the most optimized
and organized IT infrastructures, which are centralized,
consolidated, virtualized and increasingly containerized. The
cloud-enablement aspect is capable of bringing forth a
number of unique innovations for institutions, individuals and
innovators. In the recent past, due to the faster maturity and
stability of cloud centers, the well-known emergency services
such as homeland security (military services), mainland and
inland security (police services), healthcare providers
(hospitals and clinics), fire service, etc. are being hosted and
managed in cloud environments. The secondary emergency
service providers include aviation, border security, etc. These
services are becoming indispensable for our daily lives.
The technologies and tools used by military services had been
developed long time back and hence are not considered as
modern and modular applications. The macro-level military
application architecture is given below. The military networks
are highly complicated and confused.
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Figure 1. A Sample Representation of Military Networks
 Maximum Obtainability – Unlike the currently
available telecommunication (wired as well as
wireless) networks, the military networks ought to be
highly available. The availability, reliability and
resiliency of military networks have to be guaranteed
at any cost. They have to be highly fault-tolerant.
 Dependability
–
The
information
has to reach the
desired end-points
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without any hitch and hurdle.
Amenities – The military networks have to be
flexible enough to be integrated with other network
such as Intranets and the Internet

From the above-mentioned requirements, it is clearly
understood that the most important obligations of military
services may be registered as 1) connectivity and obtainability
of all communication mechanisms in all circumstances even
after war occurrences 2) accessibility to internet and intranet
facilities 3) dependable and appropriate transmission. The
rest are certain investigating ventures which are presently
carried out in order to make the subsequent group of the
Internet, on account of the Global Environment for Network
(GENI), which is supported financially by the U.S. National
Science Foundation (NSF).
The foremost objective of these projects is to establish a
connection between the satellites and the internet, in order to
obtain utility by satisfying past experiments. This paperwork
determined this issue, and established the network
architecture which could encompass every key mechanisms of
networks with the network connection, known as anywhere
and anytime network (to accomplish the physical / hardware
requirements), a protocol called smart for improved
dependable transmission (to accomplish the software
requirements).

Figure 2. Heterogeneous Network using Mesh Routers as
gateways
In section II, the paper explains the cloud based
heterogeneous network architecture that contains of all the
foremost communication devices and its interoperability with
internet. In section III, the paper suggested protocol for
dependable transmission to create the proposed
heterogeneous network. In section IV & V, the paperwork
defines the structure model, implementation as well as the
result and performance analysis.
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II. PROPOSED CLOUD BASED NETWORK
ARCHITECTURE
In the past, the network structure was not built in the way
that it could be used with a wide flexibility. But our proposed
varied network construction deals with the integration of
various network, called cloud computing. In cloud
computing, many nodes which may be wired or wireless can
integrate without compromising any characteristics. Fast
expansion in this technology will also enlarge stern protection
concern, since protection has an invariable concern, but this
technology has several benefits such as lowering the cost,
sufficient to maintain a wide service capture. The Network
Interface Card (NIC) plays a key role here since it can outfit
the systems such as the laptop, desktop computers, Mobile
phone etc. Due to this outfit we can connect straight with the
wireless mesh routers, which serve as the pathway for
heterogeneous network.
It is attaining a noteworthy contemplation as a probable
pathway for the Internet service providers (ISP), and the
remaining to compress tough and consistent broadband
service contact in a path which require low up-front reserves.
The self-organization and self-configuration capacity of the
cloud arranges each and every node at a particular instance as
required. The more the nodes implemented, the consistency
for the client will be increased. The conservative wireless
router is used as the routing capability for the gateway
working. Mesh router which could consist of some extra
routing works can also be used which serves best for mesh
networks.
In addition to increasing the suppleness of mesh-networks,
a mesh router is typically outfitted among various cellular
borders constructed on similar or dissimilar cellular contact
equipments. Arbitrarily, MAC protocol in a mesh router is
improved and has a good adaptability in a multiple hops mesh
environment. These are all constructed in a hardware
platform.
The routers of the mesh network can be constructed
depending on devoted computers, e.g., embedded systems.
This seems to be very dense, as shown in Fig.2. This can also
be constructed depending on the laptops and desktop
computers. The clients of the mesh network have essential
functionality for the networks, and they can also work as a
router. Moreover, the nodes could not be survived in the
gateway functionalities. Moreover, the clients typically have
an individual wireless interface. The end result is that the
hardware and the software platform for the clients can be very
simple when compared with the mesh routers. The clients will
have various devices like laptop, desktop PC, PDA, RFID
reader than that of the routers.
A typical infrastructure for connecting a variety of
communication devices and to provide always-on-line
anywhere anytime capability is shown in fig 2. This
architecture has the capacity to bond wired, wireless, cellular
and sensory equipment such as RFID and very simple to use.
This could also survive for long since during the war the wired
and wireless equipments may get damaged but these sensory
equipments
hold
their
responsibility and do their
work. It also provides
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suppleness by incorporating through gateways and also
connects the network through traditional equipment.
Organizing a WMN is very easy since every necessary
component are by now obtainable in the form certain
protocols like ad hoc network routing, IEEE 802.11 MAC,
wired equivalent privacy (WEP) security, etc. Many
investigation labs [1] [2] have understood about impending
these expertise and proffer mesh networking solution. Home
Mesh [3], In-Home IPTV [4] are certain WMN dependent
relevancies. Moreover, to connect with the internet hard work
of some researchers are required. For instance, the accessible
MAC and routing protocols used in WMN do not have
essential flexibility and the output falls when the nodes count
is increased [6].

III. PROPOSED SECURED CLOUD BASED
HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS
A. Ant colony based mobile agent:
This particular procedure is very essential and affordable
too. This particular algorithm has the finest solution by
developing the simulated ants. Naturally the ant‟s action is
based on searching for food and moves to places and
discovers new paths. Whereas these simulated ants look for
the solution space. The motion of these ants depends on the
cologne which is deposited and the ants follow that way. Once
the cologne gets vanished the system does not remember the
old information and negotiate the rapid junction to trifling
solution. This certain number of paths permit us to search for
a huge number of solutions. This algorithm is very successful
to various optimization techniques namely traveling salesman
problem [8], routing [9], [10]. Certain proof for this pathway
of Ant Colony optimization technique is established at [11].
In our paper, we used ant-like mobile agent for the gathering
of data. The ant representatives budge in the network at
random positions and scrutinize huge amount of nodes.
Moreover, this will also gather some information regarding
the network and contribute to its nodes. This process can be
useful to speed up the optimization process by providing
plenty of up to date information.
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Figure 3. Second Level performance diagram of Ant
colony based data collection
The routing table can be built by the formula given below:
the neighbor j is selected by the destination D and node i and it
is

 Fun(TD ,i , j , )    if , jN

prob( D, i, j )  
  Fun(TD,i , j , )   if , jN


-------

(1)
Here TD denotes the cologne value which corresponds to
acquaintance j at node i and 0<TD<1 is the local empirical
value of node j. 0 <  <1, represents the acquaintance‟s
certain information like energy which remains, power
required, delay process etc. Fun(TD, i, j, ) is a function in
TD and  (when TD and  are maximum this value is
maximum). N denotes the set of all possible acquaintances
node demarcated by the ant‟s information as well as the
direction-finding restrictions. The cologne value of every
entrance in the table can be adjusted to equivalent terms
which provides not biased hunt for the finest path. If certain
information regarding the finest route is accessible then the
cologne terms of the entrance could be fixed to the nearest
value which fastens this algorithm.
B. HECC based Cloud Security
The proposed HECC is shown below:
 In the field of ECC, the prime case is denoted as „p‟
and the binary case is denoted by „m‟ and „f‟ pair.
The constants „a‟
and „b‟ are said as
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the elliptic curve in the equation.
 For current cryptographic purposes, the points of the
plane curve over a known field should convince the
below equation (2)
(2)
and also with a illustrious point at infinity.
 The cyclic subgroup is termed by its generator G.
Many discrete logarithmic based protocol has been
tailored to elliptic curves which reinstates the cluster
(Zp)x with an elliptic curve and this can be any of the
five methods given below:
1) the elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH)
key agreement scheme depends on the
Diffie–Hellman scheme,
2) the Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption
Scheme (ECIES) can also be said as
Elliptic Curve Augmented Encryption
Scheme,
3) the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA) depends on the
Digital Signature Algorithm,
4) the ECMQV key agreement scheme is
based on the MQV key agreement scheme,
5) the ECQV inherent the certificate scheme.
 For cryptographic purpose the order of G which is a
small positive number n where nG is equal to
infinity, is usually prime. As n denotes amount of a
subcategory of E(Fp), this depends on the Lagrange's
theorem where the h is said to be an integer. The h is
uttered in equation (2)

military systems. The figure 4 represents the packet loss of
existing military systems and proposed cloud based military
systems.
Simulation-Param
eters
Simulated-area
Propagation
MAC-type
Antenna
Queue
Queue-Limit
Amount of node
Packet-Type
Packet-size

Values-Obtained
200 × 200 m2
Two ray ground
802.11
Omni-Antenna
Drop Tail/Priority
50
10 to 500
CBR
220 Bits

Table 1 Simulation Parameters

No of
Nodes

Throughput in KB
Existing
Proposed
System
System

10

6

6

25

7

7

50

8

9

100

9

10

200

11

12

500

14

15

Table 2 Throughput of existing and proposed systems

Response Time in ms
No of Nodes Existing System Proposed System
10
110
102
25
107
92
50
104
82
100
102
78
200
112
99
500
128
111
Table 3 Response Time of existing and proposed systems

(2)
Where, h should be minimum (h≤4) and if possible, h is equal
to one. Let‟s sum up: in the prime case the domain parameters
are (p, a, b, G, n, h) and in the binary case they are (m, f, a, b,
G, n, h). curvature and implement a universal point-counting
algorithm, for example, Schoof's algorithm, choose an
arbitrary curve from a folk that permit effortless reckoning the
amount of points. This could provide disparity among the
finite-field cryptography (e.g., DSA) that needs 3072-bit
public keys and 256-bit private keys, and integer factorization
cryptography (e.g., RSA) that needs 3072-bit amount of n,
from that the private key must be huge but the public key may
be small to lodge well-organized encryption, particularly in
the place where slighter processors are disturbed. HECC
method is productively been worn in [13]. This method
affords the most favorable refuge and the best among the
accessible systems [15].
IV. RESULT AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The proposed cloud based secured military architecture is
the arrangement of various networks together with the amount
of unit worn. In our design, these values are RTT values from
TCP communications, average packet loss and average
response time of probable route. Hence, it is simulated using
network simulator. The table 2 and table 3 showing the
throughput and response time of existing and proposed
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Figure 4 Packet Loss of existing and proposed military
systems
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V. CONCLUSION

AUTHORS PROFILE

From the results inscribed above, it is observed that there
is no packet loss even at 100 nodes are transferring data at the
time as the proposed military system has cloud resources. And
the packet loss on above 100 nodes is also less than 25% of
existing military systems. Similarly, the response time of
proposed military system is faster than the existing military
systems. The data receiving capability of the proposed and
existing system are recorded in terms of throughput. The
throughput of the proposed military system is always higher
than the existing military systems. Hence, it is concluded that
the proposed cloud-based secured and smart military system
is more optimal than the existing military systems.
This work lays a stimulating foundation for cloud security
researchers to unearth advanced security solutions and
approaches for ensuring unbreakable and impenetrable
security for essential and mission-critical services, which are
increasingly deployed and delivered through cloud centers,
which are coming up across the globe to meet up the growing
needs of governments, business enterprises and commoners.
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